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                    Abstract
The current stress on having a rapid development cycle for microprocessors featuring pipeline-based execution leads to a high demand of automated techniques supporting the design, including a support for its verification. We present an automated approach that combines static analysis of data paths, SMT solving, and formal verification of parametric systems in order to discover flaws caused by improperly handled data and control hazards between pairs of instructions. In particular, we concentrate on synchronous, single-pipelined microprocessors with in-order execution of instructions. The paper unifies and better formalizes our previous works on read-after-write, write-after-read, and write-after-write hazards and extends them to be able to handle control hazards in microprocessors with a single pipeline too. The approach has been implemented in a tool called Hades, and we present promising experimental results obtained using the tool on multiple pipelined microprocessors.
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                    Notes
	Note that we do not introduce any notion of initial states of the transition system. This is because we will use the notion of transition systems to help us explore which sequences of transitions of the system \((C, \hookrightarrow )\) are possible while restricting the exploration to relevant states externally to the notion of transition systems (as we will later see in Sect. 7.2).


	The data that have not been written to its final register.


	We assume that the \( Impl \), \( Or \), and \( Not \) vertices of the PSG compute the standard implication \(f_{ impl } :{\mathbb {B}}^2 \rightarrow {\mathbb {B}}\), disjunction \(f_{ or } :{\mathbb {B}}^2 \rightarrow {\mathbb {B}}\), and negation \(f_{ not } :{\mathbb {B}}\rightarrow {\mathbb {B}}\) functions. That is, for instance, \(f_{ impl }(a_0, a_1) := a_0 \Rightarrow a_1\) for \(a_0, a_1 \in {\mathbb {B}}\).


	For a full list of pipeline registers, see Table 1 in Sect. 5.1.


	Note that, in Eq. 1, we may remove the \(\psi (v_p'.\mathtt {rst})\) conjunct since the constraint \(v_p'.\mathtt {rst}^\star =1\) is not present, and likewise with \(\psi (v_p'.\mathtt {en})\) in Eq. 2.


	For WAW hazards, in the final step, we generate maximal store executions instead. In this case, the error caused by the hazard is immediately visible from the programmer’s point of view, and there is no need of its propagation to another architectural register.


	Note that the executions can also end by an \(v_k.\mathtt {en}\) edge. However, in this case, no matter what the value of the enable signal is a hazard happens by enabling/not enabling a write of some data into an architectural register. Hence, no further condition is needed in this case.


	In our implementation of the approach, we replace the existential quantification by simply pruning away all variables unrelated with any \(e^\star \) for any \(e \in E\) and by renaming the remaining variables in a unique way such that no conflicts arise when constructing more complex formulae on top \( unwind _ h ^\star (q)\).


	The entire formula is, of course, much bigger—indeed, it describes the entire transition relation. When the satisfiability checking is done automatically, the solver will consider the entire formula. However, we select its relevant parts only so that the example is readable.


	Intuitively, the addition of 1 is needed since the victim starts by one cycle later. Further, note that the gap is appropriately defined also for the case when \(\tau ^{\text {lst}}_ sp = \tau ^{\text {lst}}_ vi \) when a gap window of size 1 is needed to compensate the fact that the victim starts by one cycle later.


	The subtraction of 1 comes from that the spoiler starts by one cycle earlier.


	For convenience, by a slight abuse of the notation, we let \(( Q ^ h \times ({\mathbb {N}}\cup \{ \bot , \top \})) \times ({\mathbb {N}}\cup \{ \bot , \top \}) = Q ^ h \times ({\mathbb {N}}\cup \{ \bot , \top \}) \times ({\mathbb {N}}\cup \{ \bot , \top \})\) and \(((q,i_1),i_2) = (q,i_1,i_2)\) for any \(q \in Q ^ h \) and \(i_1, i_2 \in {\mathbb {N}}\cup \{ \bot , \top \}\), and likewise for higher values of n.


	The converse cannot happen due to the basic consistency checks that we perform.


	Most of the processors are available together with our tool. However, SPP8 and Codea2 were provided by the Codasip company [15] and are not publicly available at the time of writing this article—likewise for SPP16, which we derived from SPP8.


	The considered processors differ from each other not only in the length of the pipeline but also in the overall structural complexity. However, the overall structural complexity is bigger for those processors that have a longer pipeline. Hence, the influence of solely the length of the pipeline can be even smaller than twofold.
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